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Letâ€™s be realistic! Modern 'Law of Attraction' teaching has been compromised. If staying mentally

focused on only what you want were enough to attract it, youâ€™d have it by now. Although the

laws of the mind are powerful tools, there is another side of the equation. Itâ€™s the action factor. It

is the spiritual growth that comes from the doing, even if the doing is hard. Thereâ€™s an

elbow-grease component that is missing from modern metaphysics. Too often, the teachings of

today lack the backbone necessary to be universally applicable. The fire has gone out of the

philosophies, leaving us with a pile of watered down, westernized half-truths. Quietly, the

truth-seekers have begun to rebel, misled by feel-good gurus who promise success for the masses,

and deliver only for the few. Is there a spiritual law that works anywhere in the world, regardless of

class or material access? How do we make sense of the darkness in our world (and in ourselves,) to

gain understanding and transmute it? The answer is The Law of Action. In this book, Theo E.J.

Wilson uses his own life to lay out a hands-on, practical, common sense guide to making the most

of the potential latent within us all.
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This is a great read, and was a nice counterpoint to Hillbilly Elegy that I read recently. Theo Wilson

gives us a real world perspective of learning, surviving, and ultimately thriving as a black male in

today's society. Part autobiographical (which provides authenticity), part motivational, part historical,

and part inspirational, this book touches on several themes. Theo starts by questioning "The Secret"

and whether mere positive thinking is enough. Fighting the passive side of our will, and practicing

humility by setting aside our ego in order to grow is explored (as Theo explains "take the damn

note!"). Although I don't think this was one of the major goals of his book, I like the fact that Theo's

journey contains a healthy dose of the humanities and arts. This is a breath of fresh air since

education has become fixated on "practical" knowledge that primarily serves corporate and

commercial interests (such as striving for so-called gainful employment) versus really taking time to

learn about various subjects that then help us to ask thoughtful questions, be creative, learn what

makes us tick, and find where we fit in the world. Theo gives us a front row seat in his spiritual

journey so far (which takes guts), and I applaud and appreciate his efforts.I highly recommend his

book.

To be honest, I haven't finished the book completely and I know that it is a true gem. Mr. Wilson has

managed to write a book that can be utilized in a multitude of ways, most valuable as a companion

to your self journey. See many books want you to pick them up and sift through until you get to an

ending. This book talks about stories or gives you a way of thinking that serves as a guidance to

what you are happening to be going through at the time. Long story short....it will serve you how

YOU need it and that is the brilliant piece of this. That you are able to grow and gather the insight

that is most valuable to you....If you read a chapter and I read a chapter we may walk away with two

different contexts but both will be aligned with the journey that we are on right now. In immediately

recognizing this, i decided to go through the book slowly....deciding how I could apply which parts.

This book doesn't go in the book shelf. It sits on the nightstand. I am appreciative that Wilson took

time to gather his thoughts and script them for the world to see.As a writer Wilson is able to paint

visuals that make it easy to imagine or follow along. If you are here reading the reviews....there is a

reason why. Just follow up your curiosity with action.....its the actions of life that give momentum to

change.

Amazing, life changing, poetic, exquisite, truthful, methodical, superb! I can't say enough about this

book. It has literally switched my whole vibration in life. In the beginning i almost felt tears welling up



in eyes. Theo just puts you right there in his shoes and just masterfully breaks down everything

reletive to "The Law of Action". Just the way he tells a story and explains things in such a

meticulous detail really gets you to fully understand how this works in such a realistic past and

present type of way. This book is a must read. I will forever hold this book to my life and pass it on

for generations to come. The Law of Action has "The Secret" beat, this is the secret they've been

keeping from you.

Theo E. J. WilsonÃ¢Â€Â™s The Law of Action draws on history, personal experience and the

physical universe itself to challenge readers in their approach to understanding a pathway to moving

forward. That is, Ã¢Â€Âœeither you take action, or action takes you!Ã¢Â€Â• This recurring theme

challenges readers consider the ways in which the world is always in motion, and the only way to

accomplish what it is you want out of lifeÃ¢Â€Â”be it running marathon, or writing a bookÃ¢Â€Â”is by

taking steps (action!) towards that goal. Filled with personal insights, and practical

recommendations, The Law of Action is the type of book that you will keep coming back to over and

over again.

Excellent! A great combination of personal experiences, history, and motivation to take action!

Excellent Read! Very insightful. Please support this!
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